Dual-time point FDG PET imaging in the evaluation of pulmonary nodules with minimally increased metabolic activity.
FDG PET has high accuracy in the evaluation of lung nodules. A standardized uptake value (SUV) > or =2.5 is frequently used as a criterion for malignancy in this setting. However, some malignant nodules have only mild FDG activity with a SUV less than 2.5. Assessment of the etiology of lung nodules with only mild metabolic activity remains difficult. This study was undertaken to compare the accuracy of dual-time point and standard single-time FDG PET imaging in the evaluation of such lung nodules. Four hundred fifty-seven dual-time FDG PET scans for lung nodules were retrospectively analyzed. Among them, 46 met the selection criteria and were included for the final analysis. Five methods of interpreting FDG PET results were compared. These methods included visual analysis for both initial and delayed images; SUV analysis for both initial and delayed images in which a SUV of 2.5 is regarded as criteria for malignancy; and finally, the retention index analysis in which a 10% increase in SUV on the delayed images was regarded as an indication of malignancy. The lowest accuracies came from the visual and single SUV analysis on the initial images. The visual and single SUV analyses on the delayed images produced increased accuracy. The highest accuracy (84.8%) was obtained when a retention index of more than 10% was used as criteria for malignancy. Dual-time FDG PET imaging has the potential for improving accuracy of a test in the evaluation of lung nodules with only borderline levels of increased metabolic activity.